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Abstract Currently, engineering companies face the

challenge of delivering complex engineering project in a

compressed time frame, which warrants concurrent and

collaborative engineering. Due to the tedious dependencies

embedded in collaborative domains, engineering change

propagation is commonly a challenge and the procedure is

carried out by engineers manually without systematic

consistency check. Design change impacts are difficult to

predict. To address the above challenge, an explicit and

comprehensive engineering constraint modeling method is

investigated according to a feature-based engineering

scheme. To represent the network of constraints, a

dynamically generated feature parameter association map

is developed to analyze the associations among those

parameters. Then, a dynamic mechanism of identifying the

locally admissible value ranges of those related constraint

parameters has been proposed in order to quickly accept

design changes or to identify potential design conflicts.

This mechanism then determines the admissible domain for

the variable arrays in the formulated constraint satisfaction

problem (CSP). Consequently, a well-controlled and pro-

gressively expanded change propagation method is pro-

posed. This progressively expanded CSP solving approach

is dynamic and incremental based on the association map.

This proposed method is demonstrated to be effective to

assist engineers with a typical intelligent change propaga-

tion solution.

Keywords Engineering constraints � Feature-based
modeling � Constraint satisfaction problem � Change
propagation � Computer-aided product engineering

1 Introduction

Concurrent and collaborative engineering has been a

common practice to reduce time to market and deal with

the complexity with massive dependencies among engi-

neering tasks. For example, in chemical processing indus-

try, engineering companies are challenged with more and

more complex projects with shorter delivery time due to

competition. In such engineering practice, engineering

changes are inevitable and challenging because of the

parallelization of engineering design activities. Many

downstream designs start with an assumed design basis

and/or incomplete information sets (Wiesner et al. 2011).

Hence, the downstream design has to be adjusted according

to the engineering updates and changes initiated from the

upstream. Such nonlinearity in the engineering design

processes leads to frequent engineering changes. Also,

iterations are involved within and across multiple engi-

neering teams. Engineering information has to be passed

down and also fed back from phase to phase, e.g., from

conceptualization, to feasibility study, to initial design and

to detail design. Frequent engineering changes happen in

any phases of the entire life cycle of a chemical process

project. In the revamp and maintenance phases, engineer-

ing changes are even the core activities (Jarratt et al. 2011).

In implementation, systematically managing engineer-

ing information is significant to large-scale projects and has

been greatly demanded for by EPC companies. Also,

visualization of association in graph can offer the engineers

a context of relationships of feature parameters as well as a
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hint of potential consequences of change to a feature

parameter or constraint, which is not straightforward in

complex systems. Based on the authors’ interactions with

chemical process designers, this point is well recognized.

To effectively implement change propagation, engi-

neering change impact evaluation is the first step (Ouertani

and Gzara 2008). Generally, two types of impacts led by

proposed engineering changes have to be taken into con-

sideration. The first type is the direct impacts in a specific

domain, module or discipline. This type of change impact

is obvious and easy to identify and manage. The other type

is the indirect impacts on other engineering areas; for

example, such impacts could propagate to the engineering

aspects in other engineering disciplines. Due to the intri-

cate associations among the engineering entities and the

multilevel engineering activities in nature such as in

chemical process projects, one minor engineering change

could lead to undesired effect on other engineering aspects.

Such snowball rolling effect will continue on and on until

the induced engineering change is fully addressed such that

its impacts are completely accepted by all the engineering

stakeholders and it would not cause any undesired effect on

other engineering entities. Since the impacts mentioned

above and possible conflicts in the design are not apparent

to engineers, so far, there are still challenges to systemat-

ically and quantitatively evaluate engineering change

impacts due to the lack of an explicit representation of

associations among the entities in a complex engineering

project.

Traditionally, the information of engineering changes

with the underlying design rational is recorded in separate

documents, which are not computer interpretable (Sudarsan

et al. 2005). In the case of information exchange across

departments, engineering semantics are usually skipped.

Since the complexity of projects has increased exponen-

tially in the past decades, even experienced engineers

cannot always visualize the various associations among

tens of thousands of engineering entities, not to mention

identifying impacts across the disciplines or implementing

the change propagation. Collectively, engineering intent

consists of many associative relations among engineering

design entities; it has to be maintained throughout a pro-

duct life cycle. However, in the current industrial practice,

the lack of explicit representations of such associative

relations, or associations, prevents the engineering intent

management and sharing across computer-aided systems in

different phases of life cycle, and hence, the collaboration

among engineers cannot be fully facilitated.

Without the systematic maintenance of associations

among engineering entities, changes in engineering pro-

cesses could easily result in inconsistent designs, especially

when changes propagate across disciplines. Thus, an

association map among engineering entities is called for in

the authors’ feature-based design paradigm to facilitate the

implementation of engineering change propagation.

This paper proposes a graph-based association model

and a scalable engineering change propagation algorithm,

namely an expanded dynamic constraint satisfaction

method, to maintain the consistency of engineering models

across disciplines. Consequently, a progressively expanded

constraint satisfaction problem (PECSP) solving method is

presented. The constraint solving is out of the scope of this

paper, but left to commercial solvers.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:

Sect. 2 is a literature review on engineering change

propagation and constraint modeling in feature-based

design. The engineering constraint modeling within

engineering design features is introduced in Sect. 3.

Section 4 presents the suggested constraint association

map concept, which is dynamically generated by the

change propagation module as is introduced in Sects. 5

and 6. The change propagation based on the proposed

PECSP solving method, which has been implemented in

our prototype system, is illustrated in Sect. 7. Finally,

advantages of the proposed method are discussed in Sect.

8; and conclusions are drawn in Sect. 9.

2 Literature reviews

2.1 Engineering change propagation

To identify the impacts of an engineering change, associ-

ation information among engineering entities is a prereq-

uisite. Design structure matrix (DSM) as well as its

variances has been extensively applied to represent

dependencies among different system elements and to

manage change impacts (Harraz et al. 2013; Jarratt et al.

2011). The intensity of the dependency relationships can

also be reflected within the matrix by replacing the binary

elements with numeric values. Further, Clarkson et al.

(2004) refined the model with a finer granularity of infor-

mation, i.e., likelihood and direct impacts of change

propagation from one system element to another. A com-

bined risk dependency structure matrix, which took into

considerations of impacts resulted from both direct and

indirect changes in order to predict change propagation

risks, can then be derived (Keller et al. 2009). Generally, in

a DSM, the dependencies are only recorded and analyzed

in the coarse granularity, such as at component level (Koh

et al. 2012). Absence of management of associations

between the DSM and engineering entities in current

computer-aided systems prevents effectively supporting

change propagation since engineering designs are typically

solidified in digital models in heterogeneous software

packages, such as NX and Catia.
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Further, Cohen et al. (2000) registered the information

of interdependency strength between different components

and provide engineers fuzzy assessment of impact to target

components for a change to source component, while

Ollinger and Stahovich (2004) proposed a model-based

reasoning toll, RedesignIT, to provide a ‘semi-quantitative’

(qualitative magnitude of change influences) suggestions

on change impact evaluation. Salehi and McMahon (2011)

proposed a parameter structure matrix to represent geo-

metrical feature parameters linkage information in CAD

models while ignoring details of the associations. Bouikni

et al. (2006) developed a product feature evolution model

to coordinate engineering changes across mechanical

design, manufacturing and CAE disciplines. Impacted

disciplines were determined by a shared feature table con-

taining binary relations between features and disciplines,

and then, domain engineers were involved in the negotia-

tion process to evaluate and to implement changes to

engineering models. So far, the above association networks

require manual input of dependency information. Hence,

these association models are hard to maintain because they

cannot automatically evolve along with the engineering

design life cycles. The research efforts reported so far are

limited to qualitative analysis of change impacts covering

only process management of change propagation due to the

coarse grain information representation for the associa-

tions. No substantial intelligent advice could be provided

without the quantitative analysis of change effects.

We recognize that there have been research efforts and

fruitful results on the behavior of the system design efforts

and their interactions (Jarratt et al. 2011). Our research

works in another direction and complements their research

with an evolving association models and quantitative

evaluation of engineering change impacts. This paper

aimed to model the associations among engineering entities

in a finer granularity based on feature-based modeling

approach and propose a systematic method to manage such

associations. Ideally, based on a dynamic association

model, change impacts can be evaluated quantitatively, and

consequently, a change propagation method can be

developed.

2.2 Change propagation with a feature-based

modeling scheme

The DSM method has been discussed in Sect. 2.1; as

reported, one major disadvantage of those DSM change

propagation methods is that the association models are hard

to maintain because they cannot automatically evolve

along with the engineering design life cycles (Jarratt et al.

2011; Morkos et al. 2012). For example, the DSM has to be

manually updated whenever there is a change to the

existing design. In this paper, a mechanism is developed to

dynamically generate a feature parameter association map,

which always reflect the most up-to-date interdependency

relationships, based on the systematically management of

feature models.

There has been some pioneer research on change prop-

agation in feature-based modeling scheme. Bettig, Shah

and Summers (2000) proposed to declaratively represent

the relationships with bipartite graph between engineering

entities and geometric constraints. Then, the research group

further put forward to sequentially propagate design

changes from the source along the bipartite graph by

incorporating a generic constraint solver (Summers et al.

2004). Such sequential constraint propagation method can

rapidly implement local modification to the part, while it

would be hard to manage cyclic constraints (Laakko and

Mäntylä 1996). A generic numerical constraint solver can

be introduced to address such cyclic constraints (Shah and

Mäntylä 1995). Laakko and Mäntylä (1996) proposed to

integrate fast constraint propagation with numerical con-

straint solver to enhance the capability of change propa-

gation appearing in feature-based models. These works

provide a solid foundation on change propagation in geo-

metric feature models. However, the addressed geometric

features are singular, in which inter-feature associations are

not well addressed. Also, the association networks are

generally limited in the scale.

Our research extends the associative feature-based

design from traditional mechanical field into a multidisci-

plinary environment, which involved both chemical and

mechanical engineering. In this scenario, nongeometric

inter-feature associations are the focus of this paper and the

targeted association network scale is so large that it would

be impossible to solve the whole system. Engineering

changes could happen in any point, which is impossible to

predict beforehand. In such unbounded large-scale con-

straint system, it becomes essential to control the scope of

conflict resolving from overloaded complexity. In this

paper, a limited scope of feature parameters and constraints

are spotted based on the reasoning of the dynamically

generated association map to formulate a CSP, and the

scope is incrementally enlarged level by level until a fea-

sible solution can be found for the formulated CSP. In this

case, the interactions of constraints will be taken into

account while the computation complexity is expected to

be limited by the controlled scope of the problem.

2.3 Constraints in feature-based modeling

In the feature-based modeling scheme, constraints are

supposed to specify detailed associations among feature

parameters within and across different features and used to

validate the consistency of features (Ma and Tong 2003).

Generally, constraints can be divided into two categories,
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geometrical constraints and engineering constraints/non-

geometric ones (Anderl and Mendgen 1996).

Geometrical constraint modeling has drawn great

research efforts; as a result, current commercial software

packages can provide strong geometrical constraint

modeling capability. A comprehensive review of geo-

metrical constraint solving has been addressed by Bettig

and Hoffmann (2011), in which graph constructive

approach was recognized as a dominant solution for

geometric constraint solving. However, geometric con-

straints are typically unary or pairwise relationships of

geometric features (van der Meiden and Bronsvoort

2006). On the contrary, nongeometric constraints are

usually not just simple 1–1 relationships. For example, the

ASME code for pressure vessel specifies a constraint

among the design variables pressure, thickness of vessel

and allowable stress of material (ASME 2004). In this

case, the decomposition plans in the graph constructive

approach have to be adjusted to accommodate engineering

constraints.

Also, geometrical constraints only describe associations

among engineering entities at the geometrical and topo-

logical level; functional relationships are still missing in

the geometrical features. To effectively propagate engi-

neering changes in a multidisciplinary environment, it

requires adequate information representation of individual

discipline, as well as interactions and association man-

agement across disciplines (Bouikni et al. 2006), since such

interdisciplinary associations cannot be represented by

geometrical constraints, but engineering constraints.

Compared to geometrical ones, engineering constraints

specify the associations across different phases/domains,

such as mechanical and chemical process domains.

Unfortunately, in current CAD software packages, only

geometric constraints are stored in the solid models; non-

geometric constraints, which can explicitly represent high-

level engineering semantics, such as design intents, are not

specified explicitly yet. The examples of engineering

constraints include design rules or codes, engineer prefer-

ences/assumptions, constitutive equations, inter-feature

constraints across stages. The variety of types of con-

straints imposes a major challenge of engineering con-

straint modeling. In most cases, engineering constraints

cannot be predefined automatically during feature creation

as the specific rule applied is hard to determine without

engineers’ interventions.

The focus of this paper was to investigate the engi-

neering constraint modeling approach with a dynamically

constructed constraint association map. The purpose of the

constraint association map is to support the change prop-

agation with fine grain engineering semantic reasoning.

Nongeometrical associations can be quantitative registered,

such as design rules and data-driven models. Then, a

reasoning mechanism is proposed to determine the scope of

conflict resolution.

3 Engineering constraints in chemical process
projects

The authors are interested in chemical process projects due

to the local industrial demands. The following types of

constraints commonly exist in the engineering design of

chemical process projects.

3.1 Realistic engineering constraints

Realistic engineering constraints restrict the values of

respective feature parameters, which could also be imposed

by other disciplines. In most cases, such constraints are

imposed based on downstream engineering considerations,

such as manufacturability and shipment of the equipment

from vendors to field. For instance, the maximum thickness

of a pressure vessel is determined by the capability of

available rolling machines; engineers may also impose

constraints on maximum allowable thickness due to eco-

nomic considerations. Another example is that shipment of

equipment will limit the external dimensions of a pressure

vessel if the shipment has to go through a certain bridge. In

that case, the external diameter of the equipment cannot

exceed the width of the bridge.

3.2 Mechanistic models

Mechanistic models are the mathematical equations

derived from first principles, such as conservation of mass,

momentum or energy, which describe the behaviors of the

targeted system. The equations specify the parameter

relationships among their governed variables. It needs to be

noted that the mechanistic models are usually derived

based on a series of assumptions and simplifications, which

would limit the application to only a certain range of cases.

Such implicit applicable conditions also need to be mod-

eled in the constraints when mechanistic models are built in

the constraints.

3.3 Data-driven models

In reality, mechanistic models are not always available, and

sometimes the data-driven models (Gernaey and Gani

2010) are employed, which represent the relationships of

associated engineering entities by a set of data matrix or its

deriving equations. Such data-driven models could, for

example, be obtained from specific experiments and sim-

ulation or derived from the data collected from an existing

plant. One example is the performance curve of a pump.
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The associations among output head, volumetric flow rate,

efficiency and impeller diameter are specified in the per-

formance curve. Change in any parameter due to process

functional requirement change would lead to the change in

output of the pump according to the performance curve.

For example, the change in the flow rate would lead to the

change in output of head and pump efficiency. Sometimes

the flow rate falls out the bounds of acceptable efficiency

range, so a new pump or an impeller of another size is

considered to meet the functional requirement.

3.4 Connectivity

Connectivity is one common existing relationship in

chemical process systems, which specifies how the unit

processes and operations collectively compose the whole

system. However, the state of the connectivity determines

the existence of other constraints, which could be in other

disciplines. For example, whenever two unit processes

connect with each other, the mass balance constraint has to

be held, specifying that the ‘operating flow rates’ of these

two unit processes are equal. The attributes of both units,

such as flow rate and flow type of the corresponding pro-

cess features, are required to be compatible with each

other. Such connectivity relationships also need to be

passed to layout features and mechanical features of cor-

responding process equipment items. The parameters, such

as nominal diameters of fittings of connected equipment,

have to be kept consistent as specified in the mechanical

assembly feature.

3.5 Design codes or standards

A set of engineering standards has to be followed when

doing the engineering design. Such standards should also

be modeled as the constraints in the feature models to assist

easy identification of violations when the values of asso-

ciated parameters are changed either by engineers or by

propagation from other changes. Due to the location of the

project, the design codes employed may vary. One com-

monly used code in North America is the ASME (2004)

code. Note that the specific conditions that determine the

applicability of design codes need to be modeled as well.

3.6 Design decisions

There are extensive design decisions to be made along the

life cycle of chemical process design. Whenever a design

decision is made, the possible assignment to certain vari-

ables will be reduced. This also needs to be modeled in this

system as a constraint on the respective feature parameter,

either as a fixed-value constraint or as a bound constraint.

Such design decision constraint could fall into either soft

constraint or classical constraint category, depending on

the strength specified by engineers.

4 The proposed systematic constraint
management

The proposed feature-based change propagation method is

not what the traditional geometrical feature modeling as

existed in most of the CAD systems; it is intended to cover

the intrinsic procedures and the content properties of

change propagation. To do so, constraint management

becomes essential for its effectiveness. The proposed

approach is based on the connectivity relationships among

those design feature variables and constraints. In this sec-

tion, formal definition of constraint modeling will be given.

With the constraints being systematically managed, a fea-

ture parameter association map can be dynamically con-

structed, which always reflects up-to-date feature

association information.

4.1 Constraint modeling in feature-based design

Engineering associations are supposed to be explicitly

expressed by constraints in feature-based modeling scheme.

To supportmodeling associations among features, generally,

a constraint C is modeled as a tuple of governed variable set,

expression and strength index, in which the variable set is a

composition of pointers to those specific feature parameters.

Formally, C = {GV, Exp, SI}. GV is the variable set, which

is the set of feature parameters governed by this constraint;

Exp is the expression of the constraint, which explicitly

specifies the detailed association relationships among the

governed variables with their identity index; SI is the index

showing the strength of this constraint.

The common types of engineering constraints have been

discussed in Sect. 3. Depending on the data available, one

type of constraints could fall into different expression

forms as stated above. For example, dimension limits could

be expressed in the extensional way or the form of interval

bounds and inequity expression. The possible expressions

for all categorized engineering constraints are listed in

Table 1.

Constraints can be dynamically added by domain engi-

neers to specify the above-mentioned associations among 1

to n feature parameters. Note that the feature parameters

are globally indexed to facilitate constraint specification.

The constraint expressions are symbolically represented

with the global index, which could be in different forms

depending on the types of constraints, such as algebraic

equation, equalities, logical expression or explicitly spec-

ifying a set of permitted tuples. Global index is the unique

identifier of the feature parameter or constraint. With the
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global index, it will be convenient for the users to specify

the constraint expression and also facilitate automatic

reasoning on the relationships among the constraints and

feature parameters.

4.2 Feature parameter association map

The feature parameter association map is constructed in the

form of a bipartite graph to analyze the inter-feature

dependencies. A bipartite graph consists of two disjoints

node sets and the edge always connects the nodes from one

set to another. In this paper, the association map is con-

structed as AM = {FP, CS, E}, where FP is the node set of

feature parameters, CS is the node set of constraints, and E

is the set of edges connects one node in FP to one in CS

when that feature parameter is governed by that constraint.

It means that one feature parameter does not associate with

any other feature parameters directly, but through con-

straints. In this case, the set of nodes connected to one

constraint node represent the group of variables governed

by that specific constraint. It needs to be noted that the

parameters which are not currently covered by any con-

straints are skipped in the constructed association map. The

advantage of the feature parameter association map is that

it provides rich semantic information with not only whether

any two variables are associated, but also the details how

the variables are associated.

Figure 1 shows one example of association map. In this

illustrated case, FP = {V1, V2, …, V18}; CS = {C1, …,

C11}; E is the set of edges connecting a node from FP to a

node in C; and E = {V1 ? C1, V1 ? C1, …,

C11 ? V15}.

The features and constraints are all systematically man-

aged by the implemented system, and hence, the feature

parameter association map can be dynamically generated

whenever needed, which shows real-time association

information.

Table 1 Modeling of engineering constraints

Engineering constraints Expression types

Realistic engineering constraints Extensional expression

Interval bounds

Inequity expression

Mechanics models Symbolic equation expression

Data-driven models Symbolic equation expression

Extensional expression

Connectivity Logic expression

Design codes/standards Symbolic equation expression

Inequity expression

Logic expression

Design decisions Extensional expression

Interval bounds

Fig. 1 Example of feature

parameter association map
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Based on such map, associated constraints and variables

can be identified to construct a constraint satisfaction

problem (CSP). This process is an important and repeated

step of the proposed PECSP solving method, which is

elaborated in the next section.

5 Change propagation module

There commonly exist tremendous complex associations in

a chemical process design. While such associations are

supposed to be represented by constraints, the number of

constraints a design has to satisfy could be tremendous.

Therefore, there are two disadvantages to solve the whole

CSP from origin, which will lead to unaffordable com-

putation efforts. In this paper, the change propagation

module is proposed to handle the reasoning so as to con-

trol the change propagation in feature-based design

scheme, as shown in Fig. 2. Initially, the change to either

feature parameter or constraint will only be validated in its

local feature scope. Only if there is conflict led by a

change, the change propagation cycle will then be

dynamically initiated. The change propagation cycle is

embedded a set of methods to dynamically search asso-

ciated constraints and feature parameters with the change

source, determine change propagation scope based on

reasoning on the association map and also resolve conflicts

with a new design solution. In each cycle, associa-

tion_map_generate() implements the algorithm to dynam-

ically search associated constraints and feature parameters

within current scope and then generate feature parameter

association map; generate_localCSP() generates CSP

based on the association map; solve_CSP() calls the solver

to check whether the local CSP is feasible and get a

solution of CSP if it is feasible. The embedded PECSP

solving method, PECSPSM(), will call the validation and

the aforementioned methods in each iteration of its pro-

cedures with incrementally expanded scope until the

generated CSP is feasible. In the end, update_parameter()

will be called to provide engineers a quick view of the

change to existing feature models according to tempo-

rary_solution and also a mechanism to automatically

+get_feature-involved()
+get_parameters()
+get_constraints()
+association_map_generate()
+update_parameter()
+solve_CSP()
+generate_localCSP()
+PECSPSM()

-Feeature_ID
-Parameter_Association_Map
-Current_Scope
-Generated_CSP
-Temporary_Solution

Change_Propagation_Cycle

+get_value()
+validate()
+generate_association_map()

-Global_ID
-Feature_Belonged
-Parameter_Name
-Governering_Constraint
-Admissible_Range
-Status

Feature_Parameter_Validation

*

1

+validate()
+get_expression()
+generate_association_map()

-Constraint_ID
-Governed_Variable_Set
-Strength_Index
-Expression
-Comments
-Status

Constraint_Validation

1

*

-Feature_ID
-Parameter_Set
-Constraint_Set
-Relationship_P-C_Set

Association_Map

*

1 *

1

*

1

Fig. 2 Change propagation module
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update the value to feature parameters if engineers approve

the temporary_solution.

The proposed module actually offers a multilayer con-

trol over the scope of change propagation. As shown in

Fig. 3, the feature layer is a scope control mask-structure

that enables ‘partially loaded’ scope (context) definition for

the association map where the semantic and hierarchical

structures are considered with progressive scale control

mechanism. This approach also supports well for feature-

based change reasoning interactively with engineers who

own the features associated. The relationships between

components across subassemblies are still part of an

assembly feature (Ma et al. 2007). Such associations are all

captured in the association map, which is then used as

reasoning basis by the proposed method to control change

propagation. Therefore, the proposed feature-based scope

control for propagation management also covers such cases

of complexity across subassembly constituents.

6 Progressively expanded constraint satisfaction
problem solving method

In this paper, a PECSP solving method with a feature-based

modeling scheme is proposed to solve conflicts by propa-

gating engineering changes. This research work is based on

the authors’ past effort which was object-oriented feature

modeling (Xie and Ma 2015) instead of sequential con-

straint solving. The proposed PECSP solving method for-

mulates a series of CSPs based on reasoning of the

dynamically generated association map, and the solution of

the CSPs provides a recommendation of a new consistent

design that satisfies all specified constraints after the

engineering change. The philosophy of the proposed

method is to minimize change impacts and computation

efforts by limiting the scope of propagation. The conflicts

are always tried to be solved with the formulation of

localized CSPs around the engineering change source.

Initially, the change source is identified as the root, and the

range calculation algorithm is proposed to quickly detect

design conflicts based on the identified associated param-

eters. If the value falls out the admissible range, engi-

neering change propagation is invoked. Based on the

identified associated nodes, the variables and their domains

involved will be dynamically identified; thereafter, the

CSPs will be established and solved to find assignment of

each variable that satisfies the constraint models. The scope

of formulated CSPs is then progressively expanded only if

no solutions can be found for the previous CSP formulated.

Therefore, the impact is supposed to be less than solving

the global problem since fewer modifications are made to

previous design (Smith 2005). Besides, time complexity of

most algorithms for CSP solving depends on the domain

size, the number of variables and constraints, as well as

arity of the constraints (Brailsford et al. 1999). The latter

one is not determined by the formulation of CSP, but by

engineering design. However, the proposed method here

tries to limit the size of problem, which can be expected to

lead to less computation efforts.

6.1 CSP

First, some important notions of constraint satisfaction

problem (CSP) are briefly recalled here.

A CSP is formulated as a tuple, {X, D, C} (Dechter

2003; Jiao et al. 2009; Yang et al. 2012), where X is a set of

variables {x1, x2, …, xn}. D is the domain of the problem.

D = Dx1 9 Dx2 9 ��� 9 Dxn, where Dxi (i = 1, …, n) is

the corresponding domain for the variable xi. C is a set of

constraints specifying the relations among variables of a

subset of X. Note that in the proposed method, the domain

of each variable is dynamically calculated based on its

associated variables, i.e., by solving another CSP with

look-forward variables.

Solving a CSP means either identifying that there is no

feasible solution or finding a feasible solution where there

Parameter FeatureConstraint

Association Map 
(Embedded and 

Unified Association) 
Layer

Feature Layer

UI Layer

F

F1
F2

...
Fn

UI(F1) UI(F2) UI(Fn)...
Fig. 3 Multilayer change scope

control
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exists an assignment of values to variables from their

corresponding domains with no violation to any constraint

(Dechter 2003).

6.2 Local admissible range calculation

Local admissible values of a feature parameter are defined

here as the assignment of values from its domain without

violating its directly connected constraints based on the

current value of feature parameters governed by those

constraints. An algorithm is proposed to calculate the range

of local admissible values. This algorithm mainly serves

two purposes. First, it can be quickly identified whether the

engineering change leads to conflicts when it happens.

Second, it serves to determine the admissible domain for

the most outside variables in the formulated CSP, which is

going to be further described in next section. The proposed

algorithm based on the association map for range calcula-

tion firstly identifies the associated constraints and their

governing variables based on the feature association map

and then solves the formulated CSP to get the range of

admissible values. Pseudo codes of the algorithm are given

as follows.

Algorithm 1: Local Admissible Range Calculation

Function Range (v, AM)

v: variable

AM: Association Map

Begin:

CL: constraint lists

Range: range of admissible values of v due to a constraint

TotalRange: range of admissible values of v restricted by all constraints

For each constraint c in AM,

If c’s scope covers v And not in the scope of formulated CSP, then

Add c to CL

For each c in CL

Get the variables set V as well as their value assignment associated with constraint c

Replace the other variables except v with the assigned value and put in CL

Range = Calculate Interval (V, c)

TotalRange =

Return Range

End

TotalRange ∩ Range

Once the change in a parameter happens, algorithm 1 is

invoked to calculate the range of admissible values and

hence identify the existences of any design conflicts. In the

map shown in Fig. 1, if the value of V1 is changed, three

directly connected constraints, C1, C2 and C3, are added

into the CL. Then, V3, V6, V7 are identified as the asso-

ciated variables with constraint C1. The current values of

{V3, V6, V7} will be used to calculate admissible range of

V1 restricted by constraint C1. Similarly, {V2, V8} and

{V4, V5} are found directly associated with constraints C2

and C3, correspondingly. After the ranges led by C2 and

C3 are determined, the total range is the intersection of

these three ranges. The range calculation will be used to

dynamically calculate the domain of variables in the for-

mulated CSP, which will be illustrated in next sec-

tion. Besides, the calculated range of the parameters can

provide decision-making support by showing allowed

range of the variable without any impacts to current design.

The engineering design is free of affecting any other

engineering designs.

6.3 Encoding engineering change conflict resolution

into CSP

In each cycle of PECSP solving method, a CSP is formu-

lated to reassign values to each parameter which can satisfy

all existing and possibly updated constraints. The variables

and constraints are searched in the dynamically constructed

feature association map to check whether they should be

involved in currently formulated CSP. First, it is needed to

define the term ‘level’ in the search process.

Definition 1 Level of constraints or variables specifies

their distances to the source node in search of association

map. In this paper, the distance of each edge in the asso-

ciation map is assumed to be 1. Therefore, level n of

constraints or variables are the constraint or variable nodes

in which distance to the source node is equal to or less than

2n.

The CSP is incrementally formulated until a formulated

CSP is found to be feasible. In this cyclic working loop, at

cycle i, the engineering change conflict problem can be

encoded as a CSP is a tuple, {FP, AD, AC}, where FP is a

finite set of feature parameters in which the level is equal to

or less than i.

AD is the admissible domain of PECSP, which is the

intersection between general domain (GD) of each asso-

ciated variable and the admissible range (AR) determined

by a deeper level of associated constraints, i.e.,

AD = GD \ AR. It needs to be noted that AR is only

calculated for the variables with largest level, i.e., the most

outside variables in the scope of formulated CSP.

AC is the finite set of associated constraints in which the

level is equal to or less than i in the association map.

6.4 Progressively expanded CSP solving procedure

The procedure for PECSP solving method is shown in

Fig. 4. Firstly, the initial CSP is formulated. If no feasible

solution can be found for the CSP of this level, i.e., con-

flicts cannot be solved within this level, a new CSP, which

is the expansion of previous CSP with the addition of one

further level of variables and constraints, is reformulated.

New CSPs are progressively formulated and solved until a
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feasible solution can be found. The expansion of the scope

of formulated CSP is based on the search of the feature

parameter association map. It needs to be noted that the

search here is different from the search in CSP solving,

such as backtracking search algorithm. The former sear-

ches in the constraint network to determine the scope of

CSP, while the latter one searches in the solution space.

In the process of change propagation, two different sit-

uations need to be treated separately. The first scenario is

that value of a feature parameter is changed; the other one

is change to the constraints. As shown in Fig. 4, the dif-

ferences in handling the above two scenarios lie on the

initial treatments, which are illustrated in details,

accordingly.

6.4.1 Procedures for change to a parameter

In such case, the new value of the parameter will be vali-

dated against the admissible range. If it falls within the

range, the update to the feature parameter will be accepted;

Tag the newly added or updated 
constraint as change source

Formulate and solve CSP 

Get AD for deepest level of variables

Solution exist?

Identify associated 
constraints and 

variables 1 level 
deeper

End

Yes

No

Change Initiation

Update all involved variables with the 
value in the solution 

Check if current
value of these variables violate 

this constraint

Identify its directly associated 
variables

Yes

No

Keep current value of 
the variables and 
accept addition or 

update of the 
constraint

Change of feature 
parameter or constraint?

Tag the feature parameter as 
change source

Check if new
value of the variable falls out of 

admissible range

Identify its level 1 associated 
constraints and variables

ConstraintParameter

Yes

Accept the 
update of feature 
parameter value

No

Fig. 4 Procedure of change propagation
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otherwise, its level 1 associated constraints and variables

are then to be identified to formulate level 1 CSP. In the

latter case, the system will search for a further level of

associated constraints as well as their governed variables to

this change source. Also, one more level of constraints and

variables associated with the deepest level variables are

identified to calculate admissible ranges and hence to

determine their admissible domains. Thus, the admissible

domains of the variables in the formulated CSP will be less

than or equal to their original domain of those variables. If

there exists a solution to this CSP, then the system can

recommend this solution to engineers and update the

assignment to these variables with this solution. Otherwise,

a new CSP will be formulated, in which a further level of

constraints and variables will be involved. This formulation

process repeats until the formulated CSP has a feasible

solution. In each cycle, the admissible domain is only

calculated for the deepest level of variables in those for-

mulated CSPs.

In the example shown in Fig. 1, if the change to V1 falls

out of range, the search will be similar to that in the cal-

culation of admissible range. The difference is that the

associated variables found {V2, V3, …, V8} are consid-

ered as variables in this initial formulated CSP with no

assignment of values. The AC is {C1, C2, C3}. The AD to

each variable in FP is determined based on algorithm

proposed in Sect. 4.2. The scope of this iteration is shown

in Fig. 5a.

Fig. 5 Scopes of the

formulated CSP problems when

the value of V1 is changed;

a iteration 1 (8 variables and 3

constraints); b iteration 2 (18

variables and 11 constraints)
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If a feasible solution to this formulated CSP can be

found, then the solution is given. If not, the scope of search

is expanded from the scope of previous CSP. Then, a new

CSP is formulated and solved. The above steps are repeated

until the formulated CSP has a solution. The scope of the

formulated problem for the second iteration is shown in

Fig. 5b.

6.4.2 Procedures for change to a constraint

The other case is that an existing constraint is modified. In

this case, search will start from the constraint node and

look for the associated feature parameters. The current

values of those parameters are validated against the new

constraint specified. If all these associated variables are not

against the constraints, the update of this constraint is

accepted; otherwise, the parameters that violate the con-

straint are considered as variables and added into FP of the

formulated CSP. The rest of steps are same as in the case of

change to a feature parameter.

For example, if C1 in Fig. 1 is changed, current assigned

values of C1’s directly associated variables set {V1, V3,

V6, V7} are then used to check whether they violate the

new C1. If so, FP of the initial CSP is then {V1, V3, V6,

V7}, and AC then equals {C1}, as shown in Fig. 6a. If this

initial CSP has no solution, search is then expanded from

the current scope. Constraints {C2, C3, C5, C8, C9} and

variables {V4, V5, V8, V2, V11, V16, V17, V13, V18} are

then involved, as shown in Fig. 6b. If the second CSP still

has no solution, a new CSP with the scope of Fig. 6c is

then formulated.

In this illustration, the variables governed by the con-

straint C1 do not change. This does not hold true for all

cases. For example, C1 could be changed to only govern

{V1, V3} instead of {V1, V3, V6, V7}. In this case, it

makes changes to the existing association network. Hence,

a new association map will be generated to involve the

newly added constraint as well as its connection with the

feature parameters. This is one major advantage of the

proposed method that the feature association map is always

dynamically generated when necessary to guarantee that it

reflects most up-to-date association information. This is

also necessary in the case that a new constraint is added,

which also changes the structure of association network.

After generating the feature parameter association map, the

next step is to check the validity of this constraint against

the current values of its governing feature parameters. If

there is no violation, then the insertion of the constraint is

accepted; otherwise, these governing parameters will be

considered as variables in the formulated CSP, which

involves this constraint as well. Then, the CSP will be

solved to see whether there is a feasible solution. If not, the

rest of steps will be followed same as in the case of change

to an existing constraint, as shown in Fig. 4.

7 Illustration

In the implemented prototype system, a function of feature

management is provided to allow engineers to dynamically

add, edit or delete variables and constraints of the features.

A typical chemical process in Canada, oilsands upgrading,

is used for a demonstration (Chen and Munteanu 2012;

Gray 1994). The P&ID of the chemical process is shown in

Fig. 7. A prototype system has been developed to sys-

tematically manage the features and constraints, as shown

in Fig. 8. Engineers are allowed to add, edit and delete

constraint. The feature tree (left column in Fig. 9) can

facilitate engineers quickly finding specific parameters.

Each feature contains a set of parameters listed in the

‘attributes’ box along with their IDs. Engineers can select

the parameters of specific features and explicitly specify

the associations among these parameters with their IDs.

The prototype system systematically manages all the

features as well as the constraints, which specify the

associations among features. The association map of the

change parameter of ‘flow rate’ (p68 in Fig. 8) can be

automatically identified by the prototype system, which

will further output graph information to GraphvizTM to

generate a graphical view of the map, as shown in Fig. 10.

Limited by the size, only a partial feature parameter

association map is shown here, which reflects the constraint

association within five levels in the hydrotreating process

in the oilsands upgrader. In this figure, the red oval shows

the root of change, the white hexagons with blue line

represent associated constraints, and the yellow ovals are

associated variables. Such association map not only shows

associations between variables, but also which constraint

governs such association among these variables. The fea-

ture parameters involved are listed in Table 2, while the

constraints that govern the associations among those vari-

ables (ASME 2004; Towler 2013) are illustrated in

Table 3. The parameters (P63 and P73) and constraints

(C40 and C41) in Fig. 8 also appear in this association map

as the flow rate is associated with LHSV and superficial

velocity governed by the formula constraints (C40 and

C41).

In the case of Fig. 10 that the ‘flow rate’ of

hydrotreating process feature is changed from 602 to

900 m3, two constraints, ‘space velocity formula’ and

‘superficial velocity formula,’ are identified to associate

‘flow rate’ with another two feature parameters, respec-

tively. First, based on the current value of those four

parameters and the two constraints, the admissible range of
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Fig. 6 Scopes of the

formulated CSP problems when

constraint C1 is changed;

a iteration 1 (4 variables and 1

constraints); b iteration 2 (13

variables and 6 constraints);

c iteration 4 (18 variables and

11 constraints)
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Fig. 7 A simplified P&ID of bitumen upgrading (Xie and Ma 2015)

Fig. 8 Feature management

interface
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the ‘flow rate’ is calculated. It is found that the change in

‘flow rate’ falls out of range of admissible values and then

the PECSP solving method is invoked. A new CSP, which

involves the above-mentioned five variables and two con-

straints, is then formulated, in which the domains of those

five variables except ‘flow rate’ are dynamically calculated

based on their associated constraints and current value of

one further level-associated parameter. For example, the

domain of superficial velocity is calculated based on the

pressure drop formula with the current value of five other

feature parameters, i.e., ‘density,’ ‘pressure drop,’ ‘void

fraction,’ ‘viscosity’ and ‘catalyst particle effective diam-

eter.’ Also note that LHSV is governed by two unary

constraints, dimensional constraint in this case. This CSP is

solved and deemed that no solution exists. The CSPs are

further formulated to involve one more level of constraints

and variables, and the admissible domains of deepest level

variables are calculated. In this case, the third CSP for-

mulated is solvable and the solution of that CSP, i.e.,

assignment of values to the variables, is updated to those

Parameters of 
the selected 

feature in the 
feature tree

Parameters 
involved in 

this 
constraint

Fig. 9 Constraint editing

interface

P63 in Fig.6

C40 in Fig.6

P68 in Fig.6

C41 in Fig.6

P73 in Fig.6

Fig. 10 Partial feature parameter association map generated by GraphvizTM software
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affected features, as shown in Table 4. The rest of the

design remains the same.

In this case, there is only a change in the performance

parameter, ‘pressure drop,’ of the hydrotreater, while there

are no changes in the physical parameters of it and its

components. In case there is a change in, e.g., thickness of

pressure vessel, after those high-level features are all

updated, the driving parameters, i.e., the attributes of these

engineering intent features, will then drive the change

propagation in the low-level geometrical features. The

parametric solid CAD models can be updated with the

support of current CAD software, e.g., NX, interfaced with

our implemented system (Xie and Ma 2015).

8 Discussions

The proposed method in the paper is aimed to assist

engineers with rich engineering semantics and change

propagation suggestions, not to completely replace the

engineers. This method does not need to rely on complete

set of relationships and support incrementally addition of

new constraint relationships. This complies with general

engineering design practice that constraints are gradually

added, updated and changed from time to time and even-

tually set into a fix archived version once the design is

matured for production. The constraints involved could

come from experimental results, e.g., data-driven models,

and can also be derived from physics principles or entirely

empirical, as is discussed in Sect. 3. Other than explicit

mathematical formulas, such constraints can also be

derived from data set, logical rules or algorithms. Such

engineering information is embedded in the engineering

models, which are systematically organized and well

maintained by the system. The developed system provides

a mechanism for the management of feature parameters

and constraints systematically. The efforts of engineering

information input are linear with complexity of the mod-

eled system in terms of the number of feature parameters

and constraints, which is general the case for any com-

puter-aided systems and cannot be avoided. The advantage

is that the system will handle the change propagation

without tedious efforts from engineers in current industrial

practice. Hence, the engineers are free from overloaded

burden of engineering model maintenance so that they can

focus on applying their expertise to creative design. Also,

the association map can also provide engineers a context of

associations between parameters, which are not so

straightforward, especially for complex system such as

chemical process project design. The quantitative evalua-

tion from the proposed method can assist engineers with

recommended solution of a new consistent design after the

Table 2 Variables involved in

the engineering design of

hydrotreating process

Feature Variable ID Type Description

Hydrotreating reaction OP P60 Continuous Operating pressure

Fv P68 Continuous Volumetric flow rate

LHSV P63 Continuous Liquid hourly space velocity

u P73 Continuous Superficial velocity

q P78 Continuous Outlet flow density

l P33 Continuous Flow viscosity

Hydrotreater DP P71 Continuous Design pressure

e P108 Continuous Void fraction

A P105 Continuous Bed area

t P111 Discrete Thickness of pressure vessel

D P81 Continuous Diameter of reactor

SL P106 Continuous Single bed length

TL P123 Continuous Total tangent length

BV P103 Continuous Bed volume

V P96 Continuous Total volume

AR P125 Continuous Aspect ratio

DP P98 Continuous Pressure drop

DPb P97 Continuous Pressure drop in catalyst bed

N P95 Discrete No. of catalyst beds

Lq P126 Continuous Length of quench zone

S P116 Continuous Strength of material

E P112 Discrete Joint efficiency

dp P107 Continuous Particle effective diameter
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engineering change. Even with partial relationships, the

proposed method can still provide decision-making sug-

gestions and reasoning context of associated feature

parameters involved, which is not so straightforward in

complex project cases.

A feature will be constructed if the engineering semantics

are significant to the engineering design of the project or

such feature model can be reused in the future. A static

hierarchical feature models are initially constructed to

express engineering semantics in different granularities;

please refer to our previous work (Xie and Ma 2015). In the

change propagation scenario, the features are to model the

interrelationships among the feature parameters and con-

straints and the scope of conflict resolving. A feature

parameter association map can be dynamically generated

when necessarily based on the static feature structure. The

change propagation is dynamically initiated when engi-

neering change happens and they dynamically search the

connected constraint and feature parameter nodes level by

level around the change source point via reasoning on the

dynamically generated association map. Currently, it is

assumed that the resources and cost required to change

either parameter are identical in this paper, and hence, the

association map is constructed as an unweighted, even

partitioned graph and the search scope is progressively

expanded in all directions at the same speed. In the case that

the association map is a dense graph, the determined scope

could be excessively large. It then requires finer-grain

information to control the search. Also, in reality, the

associated costs, such as the engineering and manufacturing

Table 3 Constraints

associating reactor design with

hydrotreating process design

Mechanistic models Constraint name

LHSV ¼ Fv

V
Diesel_hydrotreating_

Space velocity formula

u ¼ Fv

A
Diesel_hydrotreating_

superficial velocity

Data-Driven Models

DP
TL ¼ 150� 1�eð Þ2

e3 � l�u
d2p

þ 1:75� 1�eð Þ
e3 � qu2

dp

IDFF_diesel_hydrotreating_

pressure drop

Geometry Relationships

AR ¼ TL
D

Diesel_hydrotreater_PV_

Hemi_aspect ratio

TL ¼ N � SLþ N � 1ð Þ � Lq Diesel_hydrotreater_PV_

Hemi_tangentL

V ¼ N � BV Diesel_hydrotreater_

Number of Bed

BV ¼ A� SL Diesel catalyst bed_volume formula

A ¼ p�d2
4

Diesel catalyst bed_bed area formula

Design codes and rules of thumb

t ¼ DP�D

2�S�E�1:2�DP
Diesel_hydrotreator_PV_

Hemi_ThicknessASME

DP\100;000 IDFF_diesel_hydrotreating_allowable pressure drop

LHSV� 1 Diesel_hydrotreating_

Space velocity

LHSV� 3 Diesel_hydrotreating_

Space velocity

Table 4 Recommended update

from the solution of the third

CSP

Feature Variable ID Original design Update value Unit

Hydrotreating reaction Fv P68 603 900 m3

LHSV P63 1.5 2.24 h-1

u P73 0.0059 0.0088 m/s

Hydrotreater DP P98 45,801 68,077 N/m2
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costs needed to modify different parameters of equip-

ment/components, are generally different and available

resources are limited (Koh et al. 2013). Cost to replace off-

the-shelf equipment, e.g., pump, is significantly less than

that to replace a reactor or pressure vessel. Finite resources

impose a constraint on the change propagation and require

an optimized assignment of available resources with mini-

mized cost. The information granularity of association graph

can be further refined with rich semantics, such as cost

associated with the change. Such rich, fine granularity

information model will offer engineers flexibility to apply

specific criterion to control the navigation on the association

map so as to lead the change propagation to change-favor-

able components, e.g., components with less cost to be

replaced. The mechanism for this is being developed by the

authors and going to be published soon.

Besides, in our current implementation, there is only one

solution provided, but multiple feasible solutions could be

found with further implementation, but at the cost of more

computation efforts. In some cases, there could be no

feasible solutions exist for the formulated CSPs even the

scope is expanded relatively large. Nevertheless, it can still

provide engineers a hint that compromise has to be made to

resolve design conflicts. The engineer can resolve the

conflict with interactive editing of constraints. The com-

promise strategy as well as associated mechanisms is one

of our future research directions, which is not within the

current scope of the paper.

9 Conclusions

In the proposed method, the associations and cross-refer-

ences among different domain features are systematically

managed as engineering constraints at a fine granularity.

The explicit representation of engineering constraints

offers the quantitative evaluation capability rather than just

qualitatively registering the dependencies among detailed

engineering model entities. A feature parameter association

map is dynamically constructed and maintained along with

the design process, which always reflects the most updated

dependency information maintained by the developed

prototype system. Such dependency information remains

valid since the association map evolves along with any

implemented changes. Based on that, the proposed PECSP

solving method can dynamically control the scope of

conflict resolving via reasoning on the association map.

The constraints and feature parameters covered by the

scope will be formulated into a CSP to check whether a

feasible solution exists. The scope is progressively expan-

ded in each direction until a feasible solution is found for

the formulated CSP. The solution can be worked out

without any further inputs from engineers since the feature

models and constraints are all well maintained by the

system. However, the proposed method is not intended to

replace the engineers, but to assist engineers with locally

controlled and hence efficient engineering change evalua-

tion results or conflict suggestions on engineering change

implementation. Also, the feature parameter association

map generated in this procedure will also provide engineers

a context for evaluating engineering change impacts.

One major advantage of the proposed method is the

scalability for large-scale industrial projects since the

proposed method controls the scope of change propagation

and always tries to resolve the conflicts within the smallest

scope around the change source point no matter how large

the project is. The scope will be expanded only if the

formulated CSP for current scope is found infeasible.

Change propagation scope, i.e., the number of levels of

search in the association map, can be predefined to limit the

overcomplexity of the corresponding CSP. Also, admissi-

ble ranges are calculated to decrease the computation

efforts by reducing the feasible solution space. These can

limit required computation efforts that the solution sug-

gestions can be provided to engineers in a pretty timely

fashion. Also, the solution generated tends to need fewer

modifications to the existing design, which will be a great

advantage to engineering change implementation, such as

in the design retrofit (Smith 2005). Besides, the engineer-

ing constraint model provides an explicit and flexible

expression of engineering intent, which could be a great

resource for a knowledge-based system, and it can be

foreseen in the future that the KBS could potentially be

seamlessly developed to further improve the synthesis

capability of design engineering systems.

Currently, the proposed method has some limitations

that need to be addressed in the future. Firstly, the search of

the formulated CSP scope can be further enhanced based

on the analysis of the established association graph. The

information contained in the generated association map can

be further enriched with the associated cost to facilitate the

reasoning and components, and a more intelligent cost

estimation algorithm can then be developed accordingly to

lead the change propagation to change-favorable compo-

nents. In the future, ideally, the intelligent algorithm can

lead the change propagation toward more economical

modification options. Secondly, the solution has been val-

idated against the constraints mathematically, and the

method has been proven to be effective to assist engineers

with their change propagation decisions in our preliminary

implementation efforts. The efficiency of the proposed

method still has to be further tested with industrial scale

cases, and the method needs to be implemented for more

complex constraint types, such as fuzzy constraints. Also,

the proposed method now relies on the capability of

commercial CSP solvers. It is expected that advanced
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algorithms are to be developed in future research to extend

the capability in dealing with more types of constraints,

and/or even hybrid types, such as continuous analytical,

discrete and fuzzy constraints in an efficient way. Besides,

the solution generated from the proposed method may not

be the optimum solution. Further, the unsolvable conflicts

will not be solved; they are left to engineers. For the latter

problem, more artificial intelligence research should be

done to generate some compromised advices for engineers.
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